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Abstract. The Rrohn-Rhodes Decomposition Theorem provides two necessary conditions as 
regards (homomorphic) ompleteness for the cu,-product. We caI1 a class %. of automata critical 
if, for every class X, the above necessary conditions and the inclusion 3&,s HSP,(.%) jointly 
imply that X is complete for the a,-product. We proved that the class X0 consisting of aii counters 
and the two-state reset automaton is critical. Here we describe all critical classes. 
Let us call a class X of automata precompiete if it satisfies the following conditions 
(see [Z] for unexplained notions and notations): 
(i) there is an ‘A E X such that So is isomorphic to a subs 
(ii) for every simple group G there is an A E X with G 1 
The Krohn-Rhodes Decomposition Theorem readily implies that every complete 
class for the aO-product is precomplete, but the converse fails in general. It may as 
well happen that although X is precomplete, very strongly connected automaton 
in HSP,JX) is trivial, i.e., a one-state automaton. Given a cl 
X0 is critical if for every precomplete ckss St, the inclusio 
that X is complete. Obviously, 3” is critical if and only if 
[2] we proved the following result. 
eorttm 1. 7he class X. consisting of the counters and the two-state reset automaton 
is critical. 
The aim of the present paper is to give a full .description of critical classes. This 
is accomplished by Theorem 2. 
2. 7%e following are equivalent jbr every class SC,: 
contains all counters and 
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In order to prove Theorem 2, 
all strongly connect 
there are distinct states q , . . . , a, E A 
(bl x [ml, {% YI, 61, whew 
fordlitz[njandj~[ . For later use we re at C( ) is just uct 
e, x CiW9 J%44 wi 
In particuIaa, C( 
19 b2), we define 
a. To include the case m = 1 (so that 
ment is omitted. 
Take an automaton C( ) so that n 2 2. For technical reasons we treat 
two-state reset automaton as being equipped with the fixed i signs & ji, I.e., 
) with S(i, R) = 0, S(i p) = 1, i = 0,l. It is easy to see that for 
tr, w E {& y)* if the identity u = 8 holds in 
t, induce the same transition), then either u = ti = h or y v # A, 
of u coincides with that of a On the other hand, every such i 
ment combined with Lemma 1 proves the following: 
may assume that 
ces to show that 
otherwise the state 
C(m, n)}). Let u = 
e tth letter of P Similar 
every i E [n], d~n~t~ by k t 
u(t) = & and put & for the 
) = ??((I, I), 0) in C(R, 
he 
Let A=(A,X,d) be netted nonautonomour aut 
). For every XE X9 rrte the set of rrtl states ff 
0 =S(a, x’j for some r3 connected nonautonomous 
automaton, there are x1, x2 Let nal be 
any integer with the prope at g(cr,x~“)~PI,, for all a~& and ~(Q,x;)=Q 
whenever a E Axs. Starting wi aI, successively compute the states al, az,. . . ) u,, 
ai = S(aj_, , ar&-‘) (i 3 21, Gil repetition occurs. Thus the states aI,. . . , a, are 
pairwise distinct and &(a,, x&- ‘) = a, for some s E [t]. From the choice of n and 
a1 we have al,..., Al, E AxB and S(ai, xF j = u;, i E [a:. 
If S(ai, xl) = 6(ai, x2) for some i E [t], then take a word tr E X+ with R( ui, u) = u1 
and define u = x~-*(x&-*)~-’ u. We see t&t a(a,, x,) f 6(al, x2) and &(a,, xluj = 
&(a,, xg) = u,. Let k = 1~1. It is easy to prove that ar4 ay,-product of Ck+, with A 
has a subautomaton belonging to X(i, k+ 1). Hint: define C,+, x A((% j% (9) by 
then take the subautomaton generated by the pdr (1, a,). Since HSf”,(X) containi 
Ck+, we obtain that XSP,(X) n Z( I, k + 1) #@. From L&ma 2 it follows that 
A,+ HSP,(X). 
Suppose now that S(a+ x,) Z S(ai, xt) for all in [tf. Define m = t -S-I- 1, b, = 
a *, . . . , 6, = Q,. If m = 1, then n 3 2 and we again have A0 E ,(X) because of 
S(b,,x,)#S(b,,x,) and S(b,,xlx~-‘)=S(b,,X2X;IP’)=bl. rn> 1, Form the 
arO-product C, x A({% f), p)* where 
4M) = P,(Yj = 5 R(l, 2) =-G, cp*(Uj=~,9 
~z(&Z)=fpz(i,~)=xl foralE iE[n], i# 1. 
The subautomaton generated by (I, b,) contains each of the states (1, b, ), . . . , ( 1, b ) 
and belongs to X( m, n). From -Lemma 3 we obtain CL E ,(Xj. cl 
20 I? L%m&i, Z &k 
mma 5. Suppose that SP,(Z) contains al? counters. Then ,(X) ifand 
only if the following hold: 
(i) there is a stongly connected nonautonomous automaton in (X) 
(ii) there is an A E X such that S(A) has a subsemigroup isomophi:to St 
The necessity of (i) is obvious, while the necessity of (ii) is well-known (see, 
,4]). Assume x fulfils both conditions (i) and (ii). By Le%rna 4, either 
P,(X) or C&E HSPJSU) for an integer m a 2. In the first case the proof 
is done. Supposing CL EHSP&K) choose A = (A, X, 6) with property (ii). It is 
known, cf. 141, that there are different states a,, a2 E A and words ul, v2 E X+ with 
s(a,, v,) = al, s(ai, v2) = a2, i = 1,2. We may as well suppose that Iv,1 = Iv21 =n 32 
for vl can be replaced by v2vl and v2 by v,v2. We are going to show the existence 
of an automaton B = (B, Y, 8’) E HSPJ3K) such that there are distinct states 
b l,...,bmeB and words ul,...,U,,,E Y+ with lull=--*=lu~l=n and 6’(b,,uj)= 
bj, i, j E [ml. Set Y = { Y3 1 i E [m], je [n]} and let B be the mth are-power 
Arn({JG Yl, 9)s where 
Qh--0 
vl( j) if t # & 
‘c~-~‘“)={v2(j) ift=i 
t=l,..., m,c, ,..., c,-1 E A, yii E Y. (In fact, B is a quasi-direct power of A.) For 
every i E [m], let bi E B the state whose ith component is a2 and all others equal 
a,. Moreover, define Ui = yil . . . yina AR easy computation proves that 6’( bi, uj) = bj 
for all i, jE [m]. 
Take the automaton C(m, n). Since C,, Cf, E HSP,(Z), also C(m, n) E 
SP,(3y). We now construct an ao-product 
and show that HS({D}) n 3f( 1, n) # 0. From this the result follows by Lemma 2. 
The feedback functions are given as follows: ol(n) = 3, q&j) = ji, and for (i, j) E 
[n]x[m] and z=~J, 
92(W), 4 = I uj(n) if i=l, Uj(i-1) if i# 1. 
Denote by u[ t] (1 s t s 1~1) the prefix with length t of a word u E Y*. Set 
4 = UW), Wt, ujCn - 11)) I 4j E Cm]), 
Bi = W, j), bj-l mod ml lj E IAL 
2” = WJ), bj) 1 j E Cm]), 
and,foreveryi=j,...,n, 
= WA Wh, ujEi -21)) I4.j E lMm 
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It is easy to see that 6”(B1, R) SE Bi, S”( &tB;, S”(B;uB;,z)cBj ,..., 
WB*-, 9 z) G B,, and S”( B,, z) G B1, where z = 3, jj. (Of course, it is understood that 
g, z) E B1 if n = 2.) Consequently, the set B1 v B& B: v B3 V. l . v B,, 
constitutes the state set of a subautomaton of D which can be mapped homo- 
morphically onto C( 1, n). Cl 
Corollary 1. Suppose 
only if the following are true: 
contains all counters. Then, A: E ,(X) if and 
(i) there is a strongly connected nonautonomous automaton in ) 9 
(ii) S,, = S(AA) is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of S(A) for an A E 3K 
Proof. The first condition is obviously necessary. The necessity of (ii) derives from 
the Krohn-Rhodes Decomposition Theorem. Supposing 3K satisfies (i) and (ii), 
there is an automaton A’E X such that S(AO) is isomorphic with a subsemigroup 
of S(A’). From Lemma 5 we obtain AGe HS ,(X). 
HSP,({ C,, A,,, A}). Since C,, A,-, E HSP,( X), it follows that 
:E HSP,(X). (Observe that SA contains a subautomaton “X-isomorphic” to 
*a,.) Cl 
We continue with an example. 
Example. Let q =pr where p is a prime and r 3 1 an integer. We present a precom- 
plete class %’ such that for any x0 we have C4 ti ,(%’ u 3&J unless C4 E 
H=‘,(KJ. 
Define the automata A,, (n 2 3) as follows: 
A, = ([qnl u I*), {xl, l . . s xq, Y), S,), 
where, for every i E [qn] and j E [q], 
6,(i, Xj) = 
i+lmodqn ifirjmodq, 
* otherwise; 
if i= 1, 
q(n-1)+2 ifi=q+l, 
q+l if i=lmodq and i#l, q+l, 
otherwise; 
Sn(*, Xj) = 6n(*, Y) = *m 
Observe that the word x1 . . . x4 induces a cyclic permutation of the states in 
{I,q+l,...,q(n-l)+l}. oreover, yx2 . . 8 xq i ransposition (I, 4 + I ) 
of ‘. Consequently, the symmetric group S,, di 
In addition to the automata A, define A = ([2~] u {*I, IX, Y, 2, ~2, . . . , ~,),a) by 
the following rules: 
6(1,x)=S(q+l,x)=6(q+l,r)=2, 
8(1,y)=S(l,z)=6(q+I,y)=q+2, 
S(&xj)=i+l mod2q, S(q+ixi)=q+i+1moc12q, i=2 ,..., q, 
and the value of the transition-is * for the rest of the cases. We have 
6(1,xX,... x,)=s(q+l,xx,...x,)=q+l, 
6(1,yx,... xJ=S(qfl,yx2...x*)=l; 
further, 6(1,2x2. .xq)= I, s(g+l,zxz.. . xq) = q+l. Consequently, S(A) has a 
subsemigroup isomorphic to So (see [I, 41). 
Besides those mentioned above, the automata A, have the following property: 
foreveryiE[qn]and’uE(xl,..., x4, y)’ with 1~1 f 0 mod q, it holds that &(& uu) = 
*. Similarly, S( 4 uu) = * in A whenever i E [2q] and u E (5 y, a, x2, . . . , xq)+ with 
lul+Omodq. Set r=(A,,AI n 3 3). X’ is a precomplete class. Let X0 be any class 
with Cb ti HSP,(3&). The above property of the automata in X’ and Proposition 
3.5 in [2] jointly imply that for every integer ns > 1, we have C, E ISP,(syT’u X0) 
only if Cm E ISP,(&). It follows that Cs ti HSP&X’u Sur,). 
Pruef of Theorem 2. Suppose X0 is critical. First we show that HSP,(Y&) must 
contain ali eounters. Assume the contrary. There exists a prime power q = pr (r 3 1) 
with C,~HSP,-&&). Take the class r of the previous example. Set X= X’u X,,. 
X is precomplete and X0 E HSP,(%), yet C, & HSP,(X) so that X is not complete. 
Thus HSP,(&) contains all the counters. 
The proof of Proposition 3.4 in [2] provides a precomplete class X’ such that 
HSF&X’) contains all counters and every strongly connected automaton in 
HSPJX’) is autonomous. Set X= X’u X0; Sy is obviously complete. Thus, there 
is a strongly connected nonautonomous automaton in HSPJX). It follows that an 
cu,-product of a counter C, by an automaton AE X has a strongly connected 
subautomaton B. If A E Pi?, then, by C, E X’, also BE X’, a contradiction. Therefore 
A E X0, and since C, E X0, we obtain BE SP,($&). 
Conversely, if SP,(&,) contains all counters and a strongly connected non- 
autonomous automaton, then, by Lemma 5, X0 c_ HSP,(X) implies A,, E HSP,(X) 
whenever X is precomplete. Since by Theorem 1 ;he counters and A0 form a critical 
class, we obtain that X i lete for the cu,,-product. 
Lemma 4 proves that if *(St,) contains all counters and a strongly connected 
nonautoncmous automaton, then either A0 E HSP&&,) or C!,, E HSP,(X,) for an 
integer m 3 2. Finally, if (2.2) holds, then (2.1) obviously holds. 0 
Let us say that a class X is weakly precomplete if for every simple group there is 
an A&X with GlS( ). Accordingly a fixed class X0 will be refe 
ci%icai if for every w kly precomplete class % the inclusion 3&, E 
that % is complete. 
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. A class x0 is strongly critical if and only if the followiag hold: 
(X0) contains all counters, 
J&J contains a strongly connected nonautonomous automaton and there 
is an AE 3K0 such that SO is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of S( 
(2’) A; E HSP,,@&,). 
We end the paper with a few remarks. Let m 3 1 and n a 2 be integers. We call 
an automaton A = (A, X, 6) an (m, n)-automaton theie a state a E A, sets 
X 1,. . . X, s X and signs x1, x2 E subject to L 
denotes X1 Xm: 
(W S(a, f; W, xz), 
(c) for every u E L” there is a tl E L* with S(a, uv) = a. 
Moreover, we say that A is an m-automaton if it is an (m, n)-automaton for some 
n > 2. Obviously, A is an m-automaton if and only if 1x13 2 and it is an (m, n)- 
automaton for n = 1x1. 
Proposition 1. Let % be a class of automata. HSP,(Z) contains a strongly connected 
nonautonomous automaton with n * 2 input signs if and only if there is an m 2 1 such 
that C, E HSP,(.X) and 2 has an (m, n)-automaton. Similarly, there is a strongly 
connected nonautonomous automaton in HSP,(X) if and only if for some m > 1 we 
have C, E HSP,(X) and, simultaneously, Z contains an m-automaton. 
The easy proof is omitted. 
Corollary 3. If HSP,(%) contains all counters, then HSP,(X) contains a strongly 
connected nonautonomous automaton if and only if there is an m-automaton i x for 
some m31. 
Proposition 2. There exists an algorithm to decide for a finite class x and an integer * 
n 2 2 whether or not there is a strongly connected nonautonomous automaton with n 
input signs in HSP,(X). It is decidable for a finite class g% if P,(X) contains a 
strongly connected nonautonomous automaton. 
Proof. Let Z = = (Ai, Xi, Si), i E [k]. FOIYII the heterogeneous 
direct product X= l *XX,, 6’) with 
s’((a 1). l . 9 clkh @lJ.. . , xk)) = (b(fh9 xl>, - . . 9 akbk, xk)). 
}) SO that we may assum consists of a single 
avold trivial situations suppos be nonautonomous. 
ains a nonautonomous strongly connected automaton if a 
only if it contains a strongly connected nonautonomous omaton with r=l 
input signs, only the first part of Proposition 2has to be proved. 
f all primes p 
all prim 
24 I? LXim&i, Z. &ik 
133 that the language Lo= {pI . . . 
ePectively regular one. 
P,(X) for 112 =p, l . . . l p,) is an 
We construct aright-linear grammar G =G(u,x,,x,)foreveryaEAandx,,qEX 
with 6( a, x,) # S(a, x2). Define G = (IV, T, P, NO) as follows: 
N (noaterminals): all pairs (U, V) where U i empty subset of S( 
V is a nonempty subset of nonempty subsets 
T (terminals): the primes p with p s IAl as before; 
P (productions): let ( U, V), ( U’, VI) E N and p E T. Then ( U, V) + p( U’, V’) E P 
if and only if we have: 
(i) Ut=UU2...Upforsome V, ,..., U,EV; 
(ii) V’={V,... UpIUl ,..., UPC V}. 
Moreover, (U, V) + A E P if and only if for every s E [ U], where [ U] is the 
subsemigroup generated by U in S(A), either s(a) = Q or there exists an s’ E [ U] 
with s’(s(a)) = a. 
No (set of start symbols): all pairs ( U, V) E N such that: 
(i) Uc{&lxEX}, 1Ulsn, d&,&E U; 
(ii) V, C_ {ax Ix E X} and { UII s n for all UI E K 
A straightforward inductive argument es the following property of our con- 
struction: if ( V,, V,) ** p1 . . . pt ( U, V) ?$)EN& [U, V)E N, pt ,..., pte T, 
t Ml), then (a) and (b) hold with m =pl 
(a) there exist X1,. . . , rpni, c X with ..,IX,&n and x,,x~EX, such 
that U=(&(~E& . ..Xm}. 
(b) for every Ule V there exist XI,...,XmEX with l<lXll,...,IX,&n and 
U, ={s,IuEx*...x*}. 
Conversely, if pl, . . . , p, and m are as above and (a) holds for some U, then there 
exist ( V,, Vo) E No and V with ( V,, V,) ** p1 . . . p,( U, V). 
Denote bY La&x2 the language generated by G(a, x1, x2). Let p1 . . . pr E T* and 
m=pl-... l pt. We have p1 . . . pt E L,,,,,x2 if and only i;l there exist X1,. . . , Xm s X 
with x1, X,E XI, 1 s I&l,. . . ,lxml s n and such that for every u E (X, . . . X,)’ there 
is a vE(XI . . . X,,,)” with S(a, uv) = a. 
Now let 
L=Lo~(U(L1.X,,X2(u~A, x1, x2 E X W, xl) # G, xz))). 
Clearly then, is an (m, @-automaton for some m 2 1 with Cm E HSP,({A}) if 
and only if L # 0. The result follows from Proposition 1. 0 
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